Abstract: Big data makes cloud computing more and more popular in various fields. Video resources are very useful and important to education, security monitoring, and so on. However, issues of their huge volumes, complex data types, inefficient processing performance, weak security, and long times for loading pose challenges in video resource management. The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is an open-source framework, which can provide cloud-based platforms and presents an opportunity for solving these problems. This paper presents video resource management architecture based on HDFS to provide a uniform framework and a five-layer model for standardizing the current various algorithms and applications. The architecture, basic model, and key algorithms are designed for turning video resources into a cloud computing environment. The design was tested by establishing a simulation system prototype.
Introduction
With the development of information technologies, tremendous challenges have emerged in video resource management. Transferring this work into online service systems is a feasible solution for resolving the problems. Video resources with huge amounts of volumes and complex data types are a kind of typical big data, and are difficult for processing. Cloud services have been regarded as a significant trend of technical industries and applications after the Web services era. Generally, the framework of cloud services consists of infrastructures, operating systems, virtual machines, storages, and cloud web application services. With the improvement of global network performance over the past few years, research on sharing video resources with large volumes and complex data types online based on cloud computing has attracted more and more attentions [1] . Video processing is a notably data-intensive, time-consuming, and computing-intensive application. Upfront infrastructure investment is usually costly, especially when dealing with applications where time-to-market is a crucial requirement [2] . Traditionally, a great volume of video resources is generated, stored, and managed on local servers daily. That obviously incurs some problems in keeping daily video resources in data centers, such as limitations of bandwidth, storage space, overloading, reliability, and scalability [3] . When the number of users online reaches a certain scale, the limitation of bandwidth will greatly influence the accessing speeds of response servers. Meanwhile, data servers need to deal with the loading balances between huge volumes of video resources and users, and bring buffer a phenomenon. This paper proposes a novel architecture based on well-developed peer-to-peer (P2P) technology and emerging cloud computing aiming to solve these issues. The architecture exploits inherent characteristics of P2P and cloud computing to provide an economic, scalable, reliable, and efficient model to manage video resources. This paper focused on architecture, components, operation flows, and implementation of video resource management systems. Video resources always being unavailable to users due to their huge volume makes the access speed slow and overloads the storage media. The emergence of cloud computing provides a new solution to efficiently manage video resources.
Hadoop is an open-source software framework that supports data-intensive distributed applications, running off applications on large clusters of commodity hardware. It also transparently provides both reliability and data motion to applications. Hadoop implements a computational paradigm named Map/Reduce, where the application is divided into many small fragments of work, each of which may be executed or re-executed on any node in computing clusters. In addition, it provides a distributed file system that stores data across data nodes with very high aggregate bandwidth. Both Map/Reduce and distributed file systems are designed to automatically handle problems of node failures. It enables applications to work with thousands of computation-independent computers and petabytes of data.
Related Work
Web systems based on traditional storage servers are mainly used for video resources management. Low efficiency is the bottleneck of these systems. For improving the management efficiency, clusters are used in the systems. With the increasing volumes, data types, and complex application scenarios of video data (especially single video with a large size), current systems cannot meet their management needs. At present, Hadoop-based cloud-computing technologies are extensively used in various fields, such as video transcoding systems [4] , data processing cross-platforms [5] , and multimedia conferences [6] . Scalable and fault-tolerant architecture that supports the parallel processing of large volumes of video data is becoming increasingly necessary for flexible, robust, and efficient processing of large volumes of data [2] . However, current video resource management systems make it difficult to manage videos in big volumes. Additionally, these applications lack uniform architecture and layer models to conveniently share resources and efficiently communicate each other. This paper focuses on building a video resource management system serving various users in a cloud-computing environment based on Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).
This paper tries to design a system that utilizes HDFS based on a cloud server. Thereby, HDFS and the Map/Reduce framework are briefly introduced. Hadoop inspired by Google's Map/Reduce and Google File System (GFS) [7] is a software framework that supports data-intensive distributed applications handling thousands of nodes and petabytes of data [8] . It can perform scalable and timely analytical processing of large data sets to extract useful information. Hadoop consists of two important frameworks: (1) (HDFS) (Figure 1 ), like GFS, is a distributed, scalable and portable file system written in the Java programming language; (2) Map/Reduce (Figure 2 ) which is the first framework developed by Google for processing large volumes of data sets [9] .
The Map/Reduce paradigm is a framework for processing huge datasets of certain kinds of distributable problems using a large number of computers (nodes), collectively referred to as a cluster [10] . It consists of an initial Map stage, where a master node takes the input, chops it into smaller or sub-problems, and distributes the parts to worker nodes, which process the information; next is the Reduce stage, where the master node collects the answers to all the sub-problems and combines them to produce the job output. A popular Map/Reduce implementation is Apache's Hadoop, which consists of one Job Tracker, to which client applications submit Map/Reduce jobs. The Job Tracker pushes work out to available Task Tracker nodes in the cluster, which execute the Map and Reduce tasks [11] . This paper proposes architecture for video resource processing and online management in a HDFS-based cloud-computing environment, which is sufficiently flexible to be deployed in either a private or public cloud environment. 
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System Layers
The model of video resource management service systems ( Figure 3 ) consists of five layers from top to bottom: the client, middleware, application server, storage, and infrastructure layers. (1) The client layer is responsible for receiving various requests of users and displaying results on available web browsers, such as Internet Explorer (IE), Firefox, and Chrome. (2) The middleware layer is used to manage computer resources and network communications. It is a connector between the client and application layers, so applications can run across heterogeneous hardware and software platforms. (4) The storage layer virtualizes the infrastructure resources as a file system and provides distributed data storage services for users. HDFS is employed to implement the function of this layer. (5) The infrastructure layer consists of devices for computing, storing, and communications (such as the hard disk and memory). 
HDFS-Based Architecture of Video Resource Management
The model of video resource management systems ( Figure 4 ) consists of clients, web clusters, streaming media servers, and HDFS clusters. These components work cooperatively. Firstly, a user sends a video playing request to web clusters by selecting a video listed on a web page through the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP); secondly, web clusters search the video information according to the user's request from the MySQL database, and return the search results to the HDFS clusters to retrieving the video files; thirdly, video HDFS clusters send the video information to streaming media servers; fourthly, streaming media servers read, compress, and fetch the video streaming data from the HDFS clusters; finally, clients get the continuous video stream from the streaming media servers. 
The model of video resource management systems (Figure 4 ) consists of clients, web clusters, streaming media servers, and HDFS clusters. These components work cooperatively. Firstly, a user sends a video playing request to web clusters by selecting a video listed on a web page through the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP); secondly, web clusters search the video information according to the user's request from the MySQL database, and return the search results to the HDFS clusters to retrieving the video files; thirdly, video HDFS clusters send the video information to streaming media servers; fourthly, streaming media servers read, compress, and fetch the video streaming data from the HDFS clusters; finally, clients get the continuous video stream from the streaming media servers. 
The Clients
The clients provide functions of video information searching, video playing control, etc. Video detailed attributes are stored in Web Clusters, and maintained (such as update, upload, and delete manipulations) by administrators. Users can get continuous streaming media information that is encoded, compressed, and cached through sending a request to the HDFS server for access to videos. The clients provide functions of video information searching, video playing control, etc. Video detailed attributes are stored in Web Clusters, and maintained (such as update, upload, and delete manipulations) by administrators. Users can get continuous streaming media information that is encoded, compressed, and cached through sending a request to the HDFS server for access to videos.
The Web Service Clusters
The web service cluster is a crucial part of the video resource service systems, as it is a direct interface for users to search, upload, and play videos. The web clusters consist of Apache and Tomcat, and load balancing is implemented by Apache, Tomcat and mod_jk. The advantages of the integration of Apache and Tomcat are as follows: (1) It improves the performance of the whole video resource service system. The dynamic web pages are processed by Tomcat, and the static web pages are managed by Apache; (2) The integration of Apache and Tomcat can realize better load balancing of video resource service systems, where the clients get responses from clusters instead of traditional servers. For improving the performance of web servers, Apache as a proxy distributes client requests to every Tomcat, and the web server as a cluster service processes client requests; (3) Applications and fault tolerance are upgraded seamlessly. In the web server clusters environment, if a web server is suspended, another available one will instantly instead and continue its affairs. The web server with the newest version applications will automatically upgrade the one with the out-of-date in background, and client users do not feel the updating process. The functions of the web clusters include releasing, uploading, and playing videos online, etc. (1) The video-playing module provides video searching and online playing services. When users submit a playing request to the video service system, the video information is retrieved from MySQL database servers according to user requests and the results are returned; (2) The video uploading function is improved. Users upload videos to web servers and the system automatically stores the video attributes into MySQL database servers that can respond to manipulation requests for retrieving video information from web servers such as query, update, and delete. The videos are audited and stored in the HDFS clusters.
HDFS-Based Video Resource Clusters
The feature of writing once and reading many times is a main advantage of HDFS clusters, and is very fit to applications needs of video resource management. A HDFS cluster is a distributed file system that is made from a large amount of computers with low costs in resources and costs. HDFS video resource clusters are used to store and manage the huge number of video resources, also a data source of streaming media servers.
Streaming Media Servers
Streaming media servers are mainly used to provide video storage, playback, and related controls. Reading video data from HDFS clusters according to user requests and sending them to the clients after the streaming processing is the main task of streaming media servers. Streaming media servers that are employed are the Routing Table Maintenance Protocol (RTMP), Red5 and Flowplayer to real-time control video streaming, which includes playback, fast-forward, pause and so on. Interactions between clients and streaming media servers are the main functions of streaming media servers in online video service systems. (1) Client users get video playback resources from streaming media servers through sending video playback requests to the web servers which retrieve video information from MySQL and HDFS servers; (2) Streaming media servers fetch caches and play the video according to the client user's requests; (3) When streaming media servers receive a control command request (such as playback, pause, and fast forward), it controls video streams in terms of commands of users; (4) When video streams are completely transferred or a stop command is sent by users, the streaming media server shuts the connection and ends a playback period. 
Experiments and Results
To verify the performance of this design, an experimental prototype of the video service system was established in laboratories.
Facilities and Configurations
In the experiment, four personal computers were used to implement the design; three of them were configured as data nodes of the HDFS for web clusters and streaming media servers. The details of the configuration are shown in Tables 1 and 2 , and the software installed on the web cluster servers are listed in Table 3 . Figure 5 is a playlist of videos required by client users through the online video service system based on HDFS. Figure 6 is a video playback testing screenshot (00:52:35). The experiment shows that the design proposed in this paper is feasible and easy implementable. Figure 6 is a video playback testing screenshot (00:52:35). The experiment shows that the design proposed in this paper is feasible and easy implementable. Figure 5 is a playlist of videos required by client users through the online video service system based on HDFS. Figure 6 is a video playback testing screenshot (00:52:35). The experiment shows that the design proposed in this paper is feasible and easy implementable. 
The Experimental Results
Functional Testing
Future Internet 2016, 8, 35 8 of 10 4.2.1. Functional Testing Figure 5 is a playlist of videos required by client users through the online video service system based on HDFS.
Performance Testing
Considering that the video resource service system is frequently used for data reading, the download time ate calculated by Formula (1) was measured in different data sizes (MB) to verify whether the HDFS-based system is fit to manage huge volumes of video resources. The testing result (Figure 7) shows the download time rate of videos is decreasing with data size increasing, that is, the HDFS-based video resource management system performed better in managing big data than small, and videos are already very big in size. When the data size is more than 1000 MB, the download time rate stabilizes at a certain level.
P " t i {t 0 (1) where P represents the download time rate, t i is the average downloadtime (ms/MB) of the i th data groupB, and t 0 is the download time (ms) of 1 MB.
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where P represents the download time rate, ti is the average downloadtime (ms/MB) of the i th data groupB, and t0 is the download time (ms) of 1 MB. Figure 7 . The download time rate of videos decreases as the data size increases.
Conclusions
With the volume of video resources is becoming larger and larger and data types are more various and complex, many difficulties have emerged in their management work. Fortunately, Hadoop poses new chances to resolve these problems. This paper proposes architecture to manage video resources based on Hadoop under a HDFS-based cloud-computing environment, and an experiment was done to test the new design. The system is able to ensure uniform video resource management and a high-performance processability by applying HDFS and Map/Reduce; thus, our system overcomes the difficulties related to emerging and merging policies in distributed video resource management service systems as well as to fault tolerance and load balancing management in large-scale distributed systems by obeying Hadoop policies. Based on the experimental results, we also suggest optimal Hadoop options for video resource management service systems in our cloudbased cluster servers. The study shows that using Hadoop to build a distributed storage system for video resources can enhance access speeds and save energy. This paper is specifically interested in architecture that deals with huge volumes of video resource management tasks, as most of the existing video resource management techniques do not consider parallel computing. The architecture should adapt to different users working on different platforms, and it should have a convenient, friendly, and simple user interface. The requirements of the architecture are portability, being service oriented, flexibility and easy extension. Users can easily use it through a web portal with a standard service-oriented interface. In the study, Map/Reduce could achieve process optimization by distributing tasks among available computing resources. In what follows, we will focus on the dynamic deployment of additional computer resources, as the means to handle seasonal load variations. 
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